If You Come Softly Jacqueline
Woodson
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this if you come softly jacqueline woodson by online. You
might not require more time to spend to go to the ebook start as
well as search for them. In some cases, you likewise realize not
discover the broadcast if you come softly jacqueline woodson that
you are looking for. It will unconditionally squander the time.
However below, in the same way as you visit this web page, it will
be appropriately completely simple to acquire as capably as
download lead if you come softly jacqueline woodson
It will not agree to many era as we run by before. You can get it
though sham something else at home and even in your workplace.
appropriately easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what
we pay for under as skillfully as review if you come softly
jacqueline woodson what you later than to read!

Visiting Day - Jacqueline
Woodson 2015-08-11
In this moving picture book
from multi-award winning
author Jacqueline Woodson, a
young girl and her
grandmother prepare for a
very special day--the one day a
month they get to visit the
girl's father in prison. "Only on
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

visiting day is there chicken
frying in the kitchen at 6 a.m,
and Grandma in her Sunday
dress, humming soft and low."
As the little girl and her
grandmother get ready, her
father, who adores her, is
getting ready, too, and readers
get to join the community of
families who make the trip
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together, as well as the
triumphant reunion between
father and child, all told in
Woodson's trademark lyrical
style, and beautifully
illusrtrated by James Ransome.
Beneath a Meth Moon Jacqueline Woodson
2012-02-02
Laurel Daneau has moved on to
a new life, in a new town, but
inside she's still reeling from
the loss of her beloved mother
and grandmother after
Hurricane Katrina washed
away their home. Laurel's new
life is going well, with a new
best friend, a place on the
cheerleading squad and TBoom, co-captain of the
basketball team, for a
boyfriend. Yet Laurel is
haunted by voices and
memories from her past. When
T-Boom introduces Laurel to
meth, she immediately falls
under its spell, loving the way
it erases, even if only briefly,
her past. But as she becomes
alienated from her friends and
family, she becomes a shell of
her former self, and longs to be
whole again. With help from an
artist named Moses and her
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

friend Kaylee, she's able to
begin to rewrite her story and
start to move on from her
addiction. Incorporating
Laurel's bittersweet memories
of life before and during the
hurricane, this is a stunning
novel by one of our finest
writers. Jacqueline Woodson's
haunting - but ultimately
hopeful - story is beautifully
told and one readers will not
want to miss.
Red at the Bone - Jacqueline
Woodson 2019-09-17
A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A NEW YORK
TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF
THE YEAR "A spectacular
novel that only this legend can
pull off." -Ibram X. Kendi, #1
New York Times-bestselling
author of HOW TO BE AN
ANTIRACIST, in The Atlantic
"An exquisite tale of family
legacy….The power and poetry
of Woodson’s writing conjures
up Toni Morrison." – People "In
less than 200 sparsely filled
pages, this book manages to
encompass issues of class,
education, ambition, racial
prejudice, sexual desire and
orientation, identity, mother2/21
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daughter relationships,
parenthood and loss….With
Red at the Bone, Jacqueline
Woodson has indeed risen —
even further into the ranks of
great literature." – NPR "This
poignant tale of choices and
their aftermath, history and
legacy, will resonate with
mothers and daughters."
–Tayari Jones, bestselling
author of AN AMERICAN
MARRIAGE, in O Magazine An
unexpected teenage pregnancy
pulls together two families
from different social classes
and explores their histories –
reaching back to the Tulsa race
massacre of 1921 -- and
exposes the private hopes,
disappointments, and longings
that can bind or divide us from
each other, from the New York
Times-bestselling and National
Book Award-winning author of
Another Brooklyn and Brown
Girl Dreaming. Moving forward
and backward in time,
Jacqueline Woodson's taut and
powerful new novel uncovers
the role that history and
community have played in the
experiences, decisions, and
relationships of these families,
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

and in the life of the new child.
As the book opens in 2001, it is
the evening of sixteen-year-old
Melody's coming of age
ceremony in her grandparents'
Brooklyn brownstone. Watched
lovingly by her relatives and
friends, making her entrance to
the music of Prince, she wears
a special custom-made dress.
But the event is not without
poignancy. Sixteen years
earlier, that very dress was
measured and sewn for a
different wearer: Melody's
mother, for her own ceremony-a celebration that ultimately
never took place. Unfurling the
history of Melody's family –
reaching back to the Tulsa race
massacre in 1921 -- to show
how they all arrived at this
moment, Woodson considers
not just their ambitions and
successes but also the costs,
the tolls they've paid for
striving to overcome
expectations and escape the
pull of history. As it explores
sexual desire and identity,
ambition, gentrification,
education, class and status,
and the life-altering facts of
parenthood, Red at the Bone
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most strikingly looks at the
ways in which young people
must so often make longlasting decisions about their
lives--even before they have
begun to figure out who they
are and what they want to be.
If You Come Softly Jacqueline Woodson
2018-03-06
A lyrical story of star-crossed
love perfect for readers of The
Hate U Give, by National
Ambassador for Children’s
Literature Jacqueline Woodson-now celebrating its twentieth
anniversary, and including a
new preface by the author
Jeremiah feels good inside his
own skin. That is, when he's in
his own Brooklyn
neighborhood. But now he's
going to be attending a fancy
prep school in Manhattan, and
black teenage boys don't
exactly fit in there. So it's a
surprise when he meets Ellie
the first week of school. In one
frozen moment their eyes lock,
and after that they know they
fit together--even though she's
Jewish and he's black. Their
worlds are so different, but to
them that's not what matters.
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

Too bad the rest of the world
has to get in their way.
Jacqueline Woodson's work has
been called “moving and
resonant” (Wall Street Journal)
and “gorgeous” (Vanity Fair). If
You Come Softly is a powerful
story of interracial love that
leaves readers wondering
"why" and "if only . . ."
Harbor Me - Jacqueline
Woodson 2020-04-21
A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER! Jacqueline
Woodson's first middle-grade
novel since National Book
Award winner Brown Girl
Dreaming celebrates the
healing that can occur when a
group of students share their
stories. It all starts when six
kids have to meet for a weekly
chat--by themselves, with no
adults to listen in. There, in the
room they soon dub the ARTT
Room (short for "A Room to
Talk"), they discover it's safe to
talk about what's bothering
them--everything from
Esteban's father's deportation
and Haley's father's
incarceration to Amari's fears
of racial profiling and Ashton's
adjustment to his changing
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family fortunes. When the six
are together, they can express
the feelings and fears they
have to hide from the rest of
the world. And together, they
can grow braver and more
ready for the rest of their lives.
Displacement - Lucy Knisley
2015-02-08
In her graphic memoirs, New
York Times-best selling
cartoonist Lucy Knisley paints
a warts-and-all portrait of
contemporary,
twentysomething womanhood,
like writer Lena Dunham
(Girls). In the next installment
of her graphic travelogue
series, Displacement, Knisley
volunteers to watch over her
ailing grandparents on a
cruise. (The book’s watercolors
evoke the ocean that surrounds
them.) In a book that is part
graphic memoir, part
travelogue, and part family
history, Knisley not only tries
to connect with her
grandparents, but to reconcile
their younger and older selves.
She is aided in her quest by her
grandfather’s WWII memoir,
which is excerpted. Readers
will identify with Knisley’s
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

frustration, her fears, her
compassion, and her attempts
to come to terms with
mortality, as she copes with the
stress of travel complicated by
her grandparents’ frailty.
From the Notebooks of Melanin
Sun - Jacqueline Woodson
2010-01-07
Three-time Newbery Honor
author Jacqualine Woodson
explores race and sexuality
through the eyes of a
compelling narrator Melanin
Sun has a lot to say. But
sometimes it's hard to speak
his mind, so he fills up
notebooks with his thoughts
instead. He writes about his
mom a lot--they're about as
close as they can be, because
they have no other family. So
when she suddenly tells him
she's gay, his world is turned
upside down. And if that
weren't hard enough for him to
accept, her girlfriend is white.
Melanin Sun is angry and
scared. How can his mom do
this to him--is this the end of
their closeness? What will his
friends think? And can he let
her girlfriend be part of their
family?
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Behind You - Jacqueline
Woodson 2010-07-08
A moving story of love and loss
from National Book Award
winner , Jacqueline Woodson.
Great for fans of Angie Thomas
and Nic Stone. You are so light
you move with the wind and
the snow. . . . And it lifts you
up-over a world of sadness and
anger and fear. Over a world of
first kisses and hands touching
and someone you're falling in
love with. She's there now.
Right there. . . . Miah and Ellie
were in love. Even though Miah
was black and Ellie was white,
they made sense together.
Then Miah was killed. This was
the ending. And it was the
beginning of grief for the many
people who loved Miah. Now
his mother has stopped trying,
his friends are lost and Ellie
doesn't know how to move on.
And there is Miah, watching all
of this--unable to let go. How
do we go on after losing
someone we love? This is the
question the living and the
dead are asking. With the help
of each other, the living will
come together. Miah will sit
beside them. They will feel
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

Miah in the wind, see him in
the light, hear him in their
music. And Miah will watch
over them, until he is sure each
of those he loved is all right.
This beautiful sequel to
Jacqueline Woodson's If You
Come Softly explores the
experiences of those left
behind after tragedy. It is a
novel in which through hope,
understanding and love,
healing begins.
Brown Girl Dreaming Jacqueline Woodson
2016-10-11
Jacqueline Woodson's National
Book Award and Newbery
Honor winner is a powerful
memoir that tells the moving
story of her childhood in
mesmerizing verse. A President
Obama "O" Book Club pick
Raised in South Carolina and
New York, Woodson always felt
halfway home in each place. In
vivid poems, she shares what it
was like to grow up as an
African American in the 1960s
and 1970s, living with the
remnants of Jim Crow and her
growing awareness of the Civil
Rights movement. Touching
and powerful, each poem is
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both accessible and
emotionally charged, each line
a glimpse into a child’s soul as
she searches for her place in
the world. Woodson’s eloquent
poetry also reflects the joy of
finding her voice through
writing stories, despite the fact
that she struggled with reading
as a child. Her love of stories
inspired her and stayed with
her, creating the first sparks of
the gifted writer she was to
become. Includes 7 additional
poems, including "Brown Girl
Dreaming." Praise for
Jacqueline Woodson: "Ms.
Woodson writes with a sure
understanding of the thoughts
of young people, offering a
poetic, eloquent narrative that
is not simply a story . . . but a
mature exploration of grownup issues and selfdiscovery.”—The New York
Times Book Review
Temper - Nicky Drayden
2018-08-07
A Publishers Weekly Best Book
of 2018! A Vulture Best Sci-Fi
and Fantasy Book of 2018! In a
land similar to South Africa,
twin brothers are beset by
powerful forces beyond their
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

understanding or control in
this thrilling blend of science
fiction, horror, magic, and dark
humor—evocative of the works
of Lauren Beukes, Ian
McDonald, and Nnedi
Okorafor—from the author of
The Prey of Gods. Two
brothers. Seven vices. One
demonic possession. Can this
relationship survive? Auben
Mutze has more vices than he
can deal with—six to be
exact—each branded down his
arm for all the world to see.
They mark him as a lesser twin
in society, as inferior, but
there’s no way he’ll let that
define him. Intelligent and
outgoing, Auben’s spirited
antics make him popular
among the other students at
his underprivileged high
school. So what if he’s envious
of his twin Kasim, whose single
vice brand is a ticket to a
better life, one that likely won’t
involve Auben. The twins’
strained relationship threatens
to snap when Auben starts
hearing voices that speak to his
dangerous side—encouraging
him to perform evil deeds that
go beyond innocent mischief.
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Lechery, deceit, and vanity run
rampant. And then there are
the inexplicable blood cravings.
. . . On the southern tip of an
African continent that could
have been, demons get up to
no good during the time of year
when temperatures dip and
temptations rise. Auben needs
to rid himself of these
maddening voices before they
cause him to lose track of time.
To lose his mind. And to lose
his . . . TEMPER
Before the Ever After Jacqueline Woodson
2020-09-01
WINNER OF THE NAACP
IMAGE AWARD WINNER OF
THE CORETTA SCOTT KING
AUTHOR AWARD National
Book Award winner Jacqueline
Woodson's stirring novel-inverse explores how a family
moves forward when their
glory days have passed and the
cost of professional sports on
Black bodies. For as long as ZJ
can remember, his dad has
been everyone's hero. As a
charming, talented pro football
star, he's as beloved to the
neighborhood kids he plays
with as he is to his millions of
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

adoring sports fans. But lately
life at ZJ's house is anything
but charming. His dad is
having trouble remembering
things and seems to be angry
all the time. ZJ's mom explains
it's because of all the head
injuries his dad sustained
during his career. ZJ can
understand that--but it doesn't
make the sting any less real
when his own father forgets his
name. As ZJ contemplates his
new reality, he has to figure
out how to hold on tight to
family traditions and
recollections of the glory days,
all the while wondering what
their past amounts to if his
father can't remember it. And
most importantly, can those
happy feelings ever be
reclaimed when they are all so
busy aching for the past?
Locomotion - Jacqueline
Woodson 2010-01-07
Finalist for the National Book
Award When Lonnie was seven
years old, his parents died in a
fire. Now he's eleven, and he
still misses them terribly. And
he misses his little sister, Lili,
who was put into a different
foster home because "not a lot
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of people want boys-not foster
boys that ain't babies." But
Lonnie hasn't given up. His
foster mother, Miss Edna, is
growing on him. She's already
raised two sons and she seems
to know what makes them tick.
And his teacher, Ms. Marcus, is
showing him ways to put his
jumbled feelings on paper. Told
entirely through Lonnie's
poetry, we see his heartbreak
over his lost family, his
thoughtful perspective on the
world around him, and most of
all his love for Lili and his
determination to one day put at
least half of their family back
together. Jacqueline Woodson's
poignant story of love, loss, and
hope is lyrically written and
enormously accessible.
Rookie on Love - Tavi
Gevinson 2018-01-02
A single-subject anthology
about the heart's most
powerful emotion, edited by
Tavi Gevinson. Featuring
exclusive, never-before-seen
essays, poems, comics, and
interviews from contributors
like Jenny Zhang, Emma
Straub, Hilton Als, Janet Mock,
John Green, Rainbow Rowell,
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

Gabourey Sidibe, Mitski,
Alessia Cara, Etgar Keret,
Margo Jefferson, Sarah
Manguso, Durga Chew-Bose,
and many more! A singlesubject anthology about the
heart's most powerful emotion,
edited by Tavi Gevinson.
Featuring exclusive, neverbefore-seen essays, poems,
comics, and interviews from
contributors like Jenny Zhang,
Emma Straub, Hilton Als, Janet
Mock, John Green, Rainbow
Rowell, Gabourey Sidibe,
Mitski, Alessia Cara, Etgar
Keret, Margo Jefferson, Sarah
Manguso, Durga Chew-Bose,
and many more!
After Tupac & D Foster Jacqueline Woodson
2008-01-10
A Newbery Honor Book
Jacqueline Woodson is the
2018-2019 National
Ambassador for Young People’s
Literature The day D Foster
enters Neeka and her best
friend’s lives, the world opens
up for them. D comes from a
world vastly different from
their safe Queens
neighborhood, and through
her, the girls see another side
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of life that includes loss, foster
families and an amount of
freedom that makes the girls
envious. Although all of them
are crazy about Tupac Shakur’s
rap music, D is the one who
truly understands the place
where he’s coming from, and
through knowing D, Tupac’s
lyrics become more personal
for all of them. The girls are
thirteen when D’s mom swoops
in to reclaim D—and as
magically as she appeared, she
now disappears from their
lives. Tupac is gone, too, after
another shooting; this time
fatal. As the narrator looks
back, she sees lives suspended
in time, and realizes that even
all-too-brief connections can
touch deeply.
Miracle's Boys - Jacqueline
Woodson 2010-01-07
From a four-time Newbery
Honor author, a novel that was
awarded the 2001 Coretta
Scott King award and the Los
Angeles Times Book Prize For
Lafayette and his brothers, the
challenges of growing up in
New York City are compounded
by the facts that they've lost
their parents and it's up to
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

eldest brother Ty'ree to
support the boys, and middle
brother Charlie has just
returned home from a
correctional facility. Lafayette
loves his brothers and would
do anything if they could face
the world as a team. But even
though Ty'ree cares, he's just
so busy with work and
responsibility. And Charlie's
changed so much that his
former affection for his little
brother has turned to open
hostility. Now, as Lafayette
approaches 13, he needs the
guidance and answers only his
brothers can give him. The
events of one dramatic
weekend force the boys to
make the choice to be there for
each other--to really see each
other--or to give in to the pain
and problems of every day.
Each Kindness - Jacqueline
Woodson 2012-10-23
WINNER OF A CORETTA
SCOTT KING HONOR AND
THE JANE ADDAMS PEACE
AWARD! Each kindness makes
the world a little better This
unforgettable book is written
and illustrated by the awardwinning team that created The
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Other Side and the Caldecott
Honor winner Coming On
Home Soon. With its powerful
anti-bullying message and
striking art, it will resonate
with readers long after they've
put it down. Chloe and her
friends won't play with the new
girl, Maya. Every time Maya
tries to join Chloe and her
friends, they reject her.
Eventually Maya stops coming
to school. When Chloe's
teacher gives a lesson about
how even small acts of
kindness can change the world,
Chloe is stung by the lost
opportunity for friendship, and
thinks about how much better
it could have been if she'd
shown a little kindness toward
Maya.
I Hadn't Meant to Tell You This
- Jacqueline Woodson
2010-11-11
Twelve-year-old Marie is a
leader among the popular
black girls in Chauncey, Ohio, a
prosperous black suburb. She
isn't looking for a friend when
Lena Bright, a white girl,
appears in school. Yet they are
drawn to each other because
both have lost their mothers.
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

And they know how to keep a
secret. For Lena has a secret
that is terrifying, and she's
desperate to protect herself
and her younger sister from
their father. Marie must decide
whether she can help Lena by
keeping her secret... or by
telling it.
The House You Pass On the
Way - Jacqueline Woodson
2010-11-11
A lyrical coming-of-age story
from a three-time Newbery
Honor winning author
Thirteen-year-old Staggerlee
used to be called Evangeline,
but she took on a fiercer name.
She's always been different--set
apart by the tragic deaths of
her grandparents in an anticivil rights bombing, by her
parents' interracial marriage,
and by her family's retreat
from the world. This summer
she has a new reason to feel
set apart--her confused longing
for her friend Hazel. When
cousin Trout comes to stay, she
gives Staggerlee a first glimpse
of her possible future selves
and the world beyond
childhood.
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Jacqueline Woodson
2010-01-07
A lyrical story of star-crossed
love perfect for readers of The
Hate U Give, by National
Ambassador for Children’s
Literature Jacqueline Woodson
Jeremiah feels good inside his
own skin. That is, when he's in
his own Brooklyn
neighborhood. But now he's
going to be attending a fancy
prep school in Manhattan, and
black teenage boys don't
exactly fit in there. So it's a
surprise when he meets Ellie
the first week of school. In one
frozen moment their eyes lock,
and after that they know they
fit together--even though she's
Jewish and he's black. Their
worlds are so different, but to
them that's not what matters.
Too bad the rest of the world
has to get in their way.
Jacqueline Woodson's work has
been called “moving and
resonant” (Wall Street Journal)
and “gorgeous” (Vanity Fair).
Now celebrating its twentieth
anniversary, and including a
new preface by the author, If
You Come Softly is a powerful
story of interracial love that
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

leaves readers wondering
"why" and "if only . . ."
Lena - Jacqueline Woodson
2006-12-28
Jacqueline Woodson is the
2018-2019 National
Ambassador for Young People’s
Literature The companion to
the Coretta Scott King Honorwinning I Hadn't Meant to Tell
You This, now available in
paperback. At the end of I
Hadn't Meant to Tell You This,
Marie's friend Lena and her
little sister Dion run away to
escape their abusive father,
leaving Marie full of longing
and readers full of questions.
Now those questions are
answered. After cutting off all
their hair, Lena and Dion leave
one evening as the sun sets.
Disguised as boys, they set out
in search of their mother's
family. But will they ever make
it? Whom can two young girls
trust? They can't afford to
make even one mistake. Now,
Lena tells what happened to
the two girls out in the world,
and of their search for a place
to belong and the home they
dream of and deserve.
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Jacqueline Woodson
2016-08-09
A Finalist for the 2016 National
Book Award New York Times
Bestseller A SeattleTimes pick
for Summer Reading Roundup
2017 The acclaimed New York
Times bestselling and National
Book Award–winning author of
Brown Girl Dreaming delivers
her first adult novel in twenty
years. Running into a long-ago
friend sets memory from the
1970s in motion for August,
transporting her to a time and
a place where friendship was
everything—until it wasn’t. For
August and her girls, sharing
confidences as they ambled
through neighborhood streets,
Brooklyn was a place where
they believed that they were
beautiful, talented, brilliant—a
part of a future that belonged
to them. But beneath the
hopeful veneer, there was
another Brooklyn, a dangerous
place where grown men
reached for innocent girls in
dark hallways, where ghosts
haunted the night, where
mothers disappeared. A world
where madness was just a
sunset away and fathers found
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

hope in religion. Like Louise
Meriwether’s Daddy Was a
Number Runner and Dorothy
Allison’s Bastard Out of
Carolina, Jacqueline Woodson’s
Another Brooklyn
heartbreakingly illuminates the
formative time when childhood
gives way to adulthood—the
promise and peril of growing
up—and exquisitely renders a
powerful, indelible, and
fleeting friendship that united
four young lives.
If You Come Softly - Jacqueline
Woodson 2006-06-22
A lyrical story of star-crossed
love perfect for readers of The
Hate U Give, by National
Ambassador for Children’s
Literature Jacqueline Woodson-now celebrating its twentieth
anniversary, and including a
new preface by the author
Jeremiah feels good inside his
own skin. That is, when he's in
his own Brooklyn
neighborhood. But now he's
going to be attending a fancy
prep school in Manhattan, and
black teenage boys don't
exactly fit in there. So it's a
surprise when he meets Ellie
the first week of school. In one
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frozen moment their eyes lock,
and after that they know they
fit together--even though she's
Jewish and he's black. Their
worlds are so different, but to
them that's not what matters.
Too bad the rest of the world
has to get in their way.
Jacqueline Woodson's work has
been called “moving and
resonant” (Wall Street Journal)
and “gorgeous” (Vanity Fair). If
You Come Softly is a powerful
story of interracial love that
leaves readers wondering
"why" and "if only . . ."
Hush - Jacqueline Woodson
2006-06-08
A powerfully moving novel
from a three-time Newbery
Honor-winning author Evie
Thomas is not who she used to
be. Once she had a best friend,
a happy home and a loving
grandmother living nearby.
Once her name was Toswiah.
Now, everything is different.
Her family has been forced to
move to a new place and
change their identities. But
that's not all that has changed.
Her once lively father has
become depressed and quiet.
Her mother leaves teaching
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

behind and clings to a newfound religion. Her only sister
is making secret plans to leave.
And Evie, struggling to find her
way in a new city where kids
aren't friendly and the terrain
is as unfamiliar as her name,
wonders who she is. Jacqueline
Woodson weaves a fascinating
portrait of a thoughtful young
girl's coming of age in a world
turned upside down A National
Book Award Finalist
Pecan Pie Baby - Jacqueline
Woodson 2013-10-17
A sweet addition to the family
is coming! Written by National
Book Award-winning author
Jacqueline Woodson.
Illustrated by Caldecott Awardwinning illustrator Sophie
Blackall. All anyone wants to
talk about with Mama is the
new “ding-dang baby” that’s on
the way, and Gia is getting sick
of it! If her new sibling is
already such a big deal, what’s
going to happen to Gia’s nice,
cozy life with Mama once the
baby is born? “[An] honest
story about jealousy, anger,
displacement, and love [that]
will touch kids dealing with
sibling rivalry and spark their
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talk about change.”—Booklist
“Fresh and wise.”—Kirkus
Reviews
If You Come Softly and Behind
You - Jacqueline Woodson 2010
The complete story of Miah and
Ellie is available in a single
volume with a wonderful new
look--just in time for
Valentine's Day. Includes "If
You Come Softly" and "Behind
You."
A Show for Two - Tashie
Bhuiyan 2022-05-10
"Wholly heartwarming and
enchanting." —Chloe Gong, #1
New York Times bestselling
author of These Violent
Delights and Our Violent Ends
New from the author of
Counting Down with You comes
a sparkling YA romance about
an aspiring screenwriter who
falls for the indie film star who
goes undercover at her school.
All Mina Rahman wants is to
finally win the Golden Ivy
student film competition, get
into her dream school, and
leave New York City behind for
good. When indie film star
Emmitt Ramos enrolls in her
high school under a secret
identity to research his next
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

role, he agrees to star in her
short film for the
competition…if she acts as his
NYC tour guide. As Mina
ventures across the five
boroughs with Emmitt, the city
she grew up in starts to look
more like home than it ever has
before. Suddenly, Mina’s
dreams—which once seemed
impenetrable—begin to
crumble, and she’s forced to
ask herself: Is winning worth
losing everything? Praise for
Counting Down with You “I.
Love. This. Book.” —Mark
Oshiro, award-winning author
of Anger Is a Gift “Steals your
heart from start to finish.”
—Emma Lord, New York Times
bestselling author of You Have
a Match “Hand to fans of
Netflix hit Never Have I Ever.”
—Booklist
Last Summer With Maizon Jacqueline Woodson
2002-05-27
Margaret loves her parents and
hanging out with her best
friend, Maizon. Then it
happens, like a one-two punch,
during the summer she turns
eleven: first, Margaret's father
dies of a heart attack, and then
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Maizon is accepted at an
expensive boarding school, far
away from the city they call
home. For the first time in her
life, Margaret has to turn to
someone who isn't Maizon, who
doesn't know her heart and her
dreams. . . . "Ms. Woodson
writes with a sure
understanding of the thoughts
of young people, offering a
poetic, eloquent narrative that
is not simply a story of nearly
adolescent children, but a
mature exploration of grownup issues: death, racism,
independence, the nurturing of
the gifted black child and, most
important, self-discovery."(The
New York Times)
When You Look Like Us Pamela N. Harris 2021-01-05
“A high-speed story that will
draw teens in and keep them
turning pages until they reach
the unpredictable and thrilling
ending. A must for YA
collections.” (School Library
Journal) A 2022 NAACP Image
Award for Outstanding Literary
Work nominee and a 2022
Edgar Award nominee, this
timely, gripping teen novel is
about a boy who must take up
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

the search for his sister when
she goes missing from a
neighborhood where Black
girls’ disappearances are too
often overlooked, from debut
author Pamela Harris. Perfect
for fans of Jason Reynolds and
Tiffany D. Jackson. When you
look like us—brown skin,
brown eyes, black braids or
fades—everyone else thinks
you’re trouble. No one even
blinks twice over a missing
Black girl from public housing
because she must’ve brought
whatever happened to her
upon herself. I, Jay Murphy,
can admit that, for a minute, I
thought my sister Nicole just
got caught up with her
boyfriend—a drug dealer—and
his friends. But she’s been
gone too long. Nic, where are
you? If I hadn’t hung up on her
that night, she would be at our
house, spending time with
Grandma. If I was a better
brother, she’d be finishing
senior year instead of being
another name on a missing
persons list. It’s time to step
up, to do what the Newport
News police department won’t.
Bring her home. Also a 2022
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ALA Notable Book for a Global
Society Award winner!
Show Way - Jacqueline
Woodson 2005-09-08
Winner of a Newbery Honor!
Soonie's great-grandma was
just seven years old when she
was sold to a big plantation
without her ma and pa, and
with only some fabric and
needles to call her own. She
pieced together bright patches
with names like North Star and
Crossroads, patches with
secret meanings made into
quilts called Show Ways -maps for slaves to follow to
freedom. When she grew up
and had a little girl, she passed
on this knowledge. And
generations later, Soonie -who was born free -- taught her
own daughter how to sew
beautiful quilts to be sold at
market and how to read. From
slavery to freedom, through
segregation, freedom marches
and the fight for literacy, the
tradition they called Show Way
has been passed down by the
women in Jacqueline
Woodson's family as a way to
remember the past and
celebrate the possibilities of
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

the future. Beautifully
rendered in Hudson Talbott's
luminous art, this moving,
lyrical account pays tribute to
women whose strength and
knowledge illuminate their
daughters' lives.
We Had a Picnic This
Sunday Past - Jacqueline
Woodson 2007-06-01
Teeka fondly recalls the humor,
the personalities, and the food
that make up a family picnic.
Maizon at Blue Hill Jacqueline Woodson
2002-09-30
Maizon takes the biggest step
in her life when she accepts a
scholarship to boarding school
and says good-bye to her
grandmother and her best
friend, Margaret. Blue Hill is
beautiful, and challenging-but
there are only five black
students, and the other four
are from wealthy families. Does
Maizon belong at Blue Hill
after all? * "Simply told and
finely crafted." (Publishers
Weekly, starred review)
Hero at the Fall - Alwyn
Hamilton 2019-03-12
The breathless finale to the
New York Times bestselling
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Rebel of the Sands series will
have you on the edge of your
seat until the dust from the
final battle clears! When
gunslinging Amani Al'Hiza
escaped her dead-end town,
she never imagined she'd join a
revolution, let alone lead one.
But after the bloodthirsty
Sultan of Miraji imprisoned the
Rebel Prince Ahmed in the
mythical city of Eremot, she
doesn't have a choice. Armed
with only her revolver, her
wits, and her untameable
Demdji powers, Amani must
rally her skeleton crew of
rebels for a rescue mission
through the unforgiving desert
to a place that, according to
maps, doesn't exist. As she
watches those she loves most
lay their lives on the line
against ghouls and enemy
soldiers, Amani questions
whether she can be the leader
they need or if she is leading
them all to their deaths.
The Story of Owen - E. K.
Johnston 2014-03-01
Listen! For I sing of Owen
Thorskard: valiant of heart,
hopeless at algebra, last in a
long line of legendary dragon
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

slayers. Though he had few
years and was not built for
football, he stood between the
town of Trondheim and
creatures that threatened its
survival.There have always
been dragons. As far back as
history is told, men and women
have fought them, loyally
defending their villages.
Dragon slaying was a proud
tradition.But dragons and
humans have one thing in
common: an insatiable appetite
for fossil fuels. From the
moment Henry Ford hired his
first dragon slayer, no small
town was safe. Dragon slayers
flocked to cities, leaving more
remote areas unprotected.Such
was Trondheim's fate until
Owen Thorskard arrived. At
sixteen, with dragons
advancing and his grades
plummeting, Owen faced
impossible odds--armed only
with a sword, his legacy, and
the classmate who agreed to be
his bard.Listen! I am Siobhan
McQuaid. I alone know the
story of Owen, the story that
changes everything. Listen!
Girl in the Arena - Lise
Haines 2010-08-17
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As a modern gladiator's
daughter, Lyn and her family
live by the rules of the
Gladiator Sports Association.
But those rules can turn
against you. When Lyn's
seventh father dies in the ring,
his opponent, Uber, captures
Lyn's dowry bracelet-and her
hand in marriage. To win her
freedom, Lyn will do what no
girl has done before: enter the
arena and fight her father's
murderer-even though she's
falling in love with him.
Beyond the Break - Heather
Buchta 2020-06-02
For fans of Sarah Dessen and
Jenny Han, Beyond the Break is
a funny and gorgeous debut
about a girl experiencing her
first love. Well, second, if you
count her faith... and that's
where things may get
complicated. Manhattan Beach
native Lovette has two rules in
life. One: no surfing. Not after
her brother's accident. Two:
absolutely, no dating. And
going into her junior year of
high school, she's pretty happy
with that arrangement. She has
friends, her church youth
group, and God to fall back on
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

when things get dicey. But
after Jake Evans walks into her
life, following these two simple
rules gets a lot more
complicated. Jake is the boy
from Lovette's childhood who
grew up. Handsome and sweet,
he unlocks the part of Lovette
that wants nothing more than
to surf the waves again. And as
their relationship grows, she
begins to question what it
means to be faithful: to her
family, to God, but mostly, to
herself. Told with humor and
heart, Heather Buchta delivers
a sparkling debut that asks the
question: Can you fall in love,
be a teenager, and also be a
good Christian?
Coming on Home Soon Jacqueline Woodson
2004-10-07
Ada Ruth's mama must go
away to Chicago to work,
leaving Ada Ruth and Grandma
behind. It's war time, and
women are needed to fill the
men's jobs. As winter sets in,
Ada Ruth and her grandma
keep up their daily routine,
missing Mama all the time.
They find strength in each
other, and a stray kitten even
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arrives one day to keep them
company, but nothing can fill
the hole Mama left. Every day
they wait, watching for the
letter that says Mama will be
coming on home soon. Set
during World War II, Coming
On Home Soon has a timeless
quality that will appeal to all
who wait and hope.
Not As Crazy As I Seem George Harrar 2004-10-25
As fifteen-year-old Devon
begins mid-year at a new
prestigious prep school, he is
plagued by compulsions such
as the need to sort things into
groups of four.
Peace, Locomotion Jacqueline Woodson
2010-07-08
The stunning companion to the
National Book Award finalist-from a four-time Newbery
Honor winning author Twelveyear-old Lonnie is finally
feeling at home with his foster
family. But because he’s living
apart from his little sister, Lili,
he decides it’s his job to be the
“rememberer”—and write
down everything that happens
while they’re growing up.
Lonnie’s musings are
if-you-come-softly-jacqueline-woodson

bittersweet; he’s happy that he
and Lili have new families, but
though his new family brings
him joy, it also brings new
worries. With a foster brother
in the army, concepts like
Peace have new meaning for
Lonnie.Told through letters
from Lonnie to Lili, this
thought-provoking companion
to Jacqueline Woodson’s
National Book Award finalist
Locomotion tackles important
issues in captivating, lyrical
language. Lonnie’s reflections
on family, loss, love and peace
will strike a note with readers
of all ages.
Our Gracie Aunt - Jacqueline
Woodson 2008-10-20
When brother and sister
Johnson and Beebee are taken
to stay with their mother's
sister because their mother
neglects them, they wonder if
they will see their mother
again. Reprint.
Feathers - Jacqueline Woodson
2010-01-07
A Newbery Honor Book A
beautiful and moving novel
from a three-time Newbery
Honor-winning author “Hope is
the thing with feathers” starts
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the poem Frannie is reading in
school. Frannie hasn’t thought
much about hope. There are so
many other things to think
about. Each day, her friend
Samantha seems a bit more
“holy.” There is a new boy in
class everyone is calling the
Jesus Boy. And although the
new boy looks like a white kid,
he says he’s not white. Who is
he? During a winter full of
surprises, good and bad,
Frannie starts seeing a lot of
things in a new light—her
brother Sean’s deafness, her
mother’s fear, the class bully’s
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anger, her best friend’s faith
and her own desire for “the
thing with feathers.” Jacqueline
Woodson once again takes
readers on a journey into a
young girl’s heart and reveals
the pain and the joy of learning
to look beneath the surface.
"[Frannie] is a wonderful role
model for coming of age in a
thoughtful way, and the book
offers to teach us all about
holding on to
hope."—Children's Literature
"A wonderful and necessary
purchase for public and school
libraries alike."—VOYA
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